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Submissions to the IIIDaward will be judged on the following criteria:

1) Quality of the employed problem-solving procedure:
 - identifying the information needs of users
 - making needed information available, accessible, understandable/usable
 - assessing the effectiveness s of the provided information, if at all possible
2) Attractiveness and elegance of the designed information

THE IIID AWARD ON INFORMATION DESIGN

International Institute 
for Information Design

IIID Award
on Information Design

The aim of IIID has always been to 
promote and expand information 
design knowledge and research. 
In 2011, the International Institute for 
Information Design celebrated its 
25th anniversary. The time was ripe 
to acknowledge the best in what 
information design has to offer by 
introducing the IIID Awards. 
The competition is held every three 
years with 2020 as the fourth edition 
to look forward to. 

www.iiidaward.net

The International Institute 
for Information Design

IIID was founded in 1986 to stimulate 
the development, recognition and 
good practice of information design in 
its broadest sense. 

Over the last 30 years, IIID has 
become one of the best-known 
names for developing the information 
design discipline worldwide. 
We have members and friends around 
the globe who are passionate about 
creating better information in many 
different areas of application. 

Justyna Kucharczyk / Poland

Academy of Fine Arts in Katowice
PhD, Head of Chair of Visual Communication

Enrico Bravi / Austria

New Design University St.Pölten
Professor for Graphic and Information Design

Yosune Chamizo Alberro / Mexico

Animal Político 
Information Designer

Kyoko Kaneda / Japan

Japanese Sign Design Association
Director and Designer

JURYMEMBERS

Bettina Schulz / Germany

Novum World of Graphic Design
former editor, now founder and writer

Marco Spinelli  / Italy

Visual Designer 
member of former gli additivi / Lecce

Barbara Abele & Tatiana Manuiko

Latvian Academy of Arts / Riga
Vitebsk State University / Belarus

The IIIDaward will recognize outstan-
ding work done in the field. The breadth 
of information design has led us to deve-
lop 15 categories of awards, focused on 
specific topic areas. They include:

Healthcare 
Information design that makes physical, 
social and mental well-being possible.

Financial 
Submissions should focus on issues 
such as economics, personal financial 
management, banking and investments.

Wayshowing 
Navigation in unfamiliar environments.

Traffic and Public Transport 
Ensuring people reach their destination  
by foot, underground, bike, car, bus, 
aeroplane, boat...

Social Affairs 
Projects that have a positive, tangible, 
impact on a specific population.

Emergency / Safety 
Identifying and communicating hazards, 
information about avoiding dangerous 
situations and awareness of consequences.

Corporate Design and Communications 
Helping companies/businesses to fully 
express themselves and communicate 
what they have to offer.

CATEGORIES
Didactics 
Projects that focus on educational 
or instructional information design.

Products and Services 
Projects that help make products and 
services accessible, understandable and 
beneficial for the users.

Editorial
Submission related to media, 
journalism and writing.

Universal Design 
Information design that create 
an inclusive environment.

Future Concepts 
New and innovative projects. 
Something that makes us wish 
we had thought of it first!

Research 
Methods and tools for information design.

Sustainability 
Focused on the relevance of ecological 
issues and impact on natural resources 
as well as „green“ design practices for 
information design.

Student Work 
Open to those who are studying to be 
information designers with no restriction 
on the theme of the submission.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

Can I submit to more than one category?
Yes, you can submit to as many catego-
ries as you like. However, each submis-
sion must be entered individually, and 
you must pay the entry fee for each. 

Which category should I choose?
Whichever category you feel best ref-
lects your submission. You can enter the 
same project in more than one category 
(see above). If you are unsure, please 
contact us.

Why a template?
We expect that as an information 
designer you are able to fit the most 
important points on two pages. Please 
use the template, this enables direct 
production of the IIIDaward book layout. 
Please answer within the template the 
following questions:
- What was the challenge?
- What was the solution?
- What was the effect?
For your entry, please feel free to use 
the two pages according to your needs, 
as long you stay within the grid.

How much does it cost to submit?
120,- Euro per submitted project, 
30,- Euro for entries in the student work 
category. Awards costs of 190,- apply 
only to the winners and shortlisted pro-
jects in all categories except the student 
works.

IIIDaward-Book and Tour
Shortlisted and winning submissions will 
be part of the IIIDaward-book and of the 
IIIDaward exhibition tour.

Submission deadline will be 
18 March 2020
Jury-Meeting on 27/28 March 2020.
On 31 March: Shortlist and winners 
will be announced (max. five from each 
category, Climate-Award, GrandPrix,
Jury-Prize as well the Editor´s Choice).
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SPECIAL 2020
ACTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE!
Together with the Bertalanffy Center 
(BCSSS) a special award is given for 
actions on climate change supported 
by excellent, convincing and credible 
information design works among all 
submissions independently of the 
selected category. 

 
 
 
 

The International Institute for Information Design (IIID) was founded to develop re-
search and practice in optimizing information and information systems for knowledge 
transfer in everyday life, business, education and science. The main concern of the IIID
is to contribute to a better understanding within the human community with respect 
to cultural and economic issues by means of improved visual and other forms of com-
munication. Special attention is paid to the potential of graphic information design to 
overcome both social and language barriers. 

The Hilfsgemeinschaft (Relief Organization for Austria’s Blind and Visually Impaired) has 
existed since 1935 as a secular, non-profit association without affiliations to a politi-
cal party or group. The main focus of our work is to eliminate existing barriers. We are 
presently working to improve barrier-free communication, barrier-free architecture and 
barrier-free tourism. 

Since its founding in 1954 the Japanese Society for the Science of Design, a scholarly 
organization registered and approved by the Science Council of Japan, has been under-
taking activities to achieve its goal of “contributing to the advancement of academic 
research in the field of design. In response to today’s diversification of design themes 
JSSD organizes international conferences and promotes international scholarly alliances. 
and efforts are made to conduct research section activities that will encourage research.

The complexity of urban function and the development of internationalization have 
both rapidly made the need for appropriate facilities and areas for the exchange com-
munication as well as the need for the production of comfortable spaces. Since April 
1965, the year in which SDA began operations and become the forerunner of such 
trends, we have worked hard to enhance sign design and to make them popular over 
a wide area. Our association consists of a variety of members such as sign-designers, 
graphic designers, interior & lighting designers, construction and also landscape design-
ers and as well as educational and research institutions, and related companies.

Founded in 1988 the International Institute for Information Design (IIID) has now a 
showroom and project space in the former building of the Wiener Werkstätten (Vienna 
Worshop). Exhibitions, workshops, symposiums, training courses will promote and 
develop the discipline of information design and make it accessible to the public.

Supported by bestsystems and the 
Austrian Federal Ministry for Education, Arts and Culture.

Thank you.

sign09
A joint Event in Vienna by the International Institute of Information Design IIID and The Sign Design Society (UK)

 VIE   3 – 11 Dec

Preliminary, 2009-09-07

sign09
 VIE   3 – 11 Dec

Neustiftgasse 32-34/13
1070 Vienna 

Martin Foessleitner
+43-6991-5269190 / martin.foessleitner@iiid.net

Partner
Akdogan Cora mail@coraakdogan.com
Ballan Catharina catharina.ballan@flussobjekte.at
Bessemans Ann annbessemans@telenet.be
Blomdahl Henrik henrik.blomdahl@lvi.se
Bojic Novachi Boris novachi@gmail.com

Braun Christiane christiane.braun@gmx.at
Dagar Sumit sumit_d@nid.edu
Dakura Bettina bettina.dakura@wi.mofa.go.jp
Egger Veronika veronika.egger@isdesign.at
Eriksson Yvonne yvonne.eriksson@mdh.se

Flores Valentina vali_flores@gmx.at
Foessleitner Martin foessleitner@high-performance.at
Foessleitner Sophie sophie.foessleitner@mac.com
Foessleitner Daniela daniela.foessleitner@mac.com
Frank  info@dianafrank.de

Frisch Gabriele frisch@hilfsgemeinschaft.at
Funk Theresa funktheresa@web.de
Furtenbach Tobias tofu_tobias@hotmail.com
Gavrielov Elvina elvina.gavriel@gmail.com
Gomez Sebastian talia.sebastian@gmail.com

Hagino Hitomi hagino@i-design.jp
Hampl Stefan stefan.hampl@sfu.ac.at
Hilscher Katja khilscher@gmx.de
Hoelzl Katharina post@katharinahoelzl.com
Iwanami Chiyoko iwanami@tomojapan.com

Jagu Lucie luciejagu@hotmail.com
Jarto Marianna marianna.jarto@gmx.at
Kiers Martijn martijn.kiers@fh-joanneum.at
Koyama Keiichi koyama@i-design.jp
Kucharczyk Justyna juku1@o2.pl

Lechner Tanja TanjaLechner@gmx.at
Leopold Diethard office@diethard-leopold.at
Marano Daniele marano@hilfsgemeinschaft.at
Mayer Ullrike Ullrike.Mayer@t4a.oebb.at
McCue Thomas thomas.mccue@gmail.com

Meyer Fabienne fabienne.meyer@bfh.ch
Milbradt Peter milbradt@easyentrance.at
Morrison Alena alena.morrison@iiid.net
Nawrocka Agnieszka asp@aspkat.edu.pl
Neuschmid Julia j.neuschmid@ceit.at

Nowak Wolfgang wolfgang.nowak@univie.ac.at
Peter Sabine s.peter@egger-lerch.at
Petras Michael michael-petras@web.de
Pieber Laurenz laurenzp222@yahoo.de
Redford Talia talia.sebastian@gmail.com

Reichinger Andreas andi@vrvis.at
Rioseco Juan juan.rioseco@sdgworld.net
Sadamura Toshimitsu sadamura@ga-tap.co.jp
Sarikov Gabriela gabis87@hotmail.com
Scheiber Markus scheiber@motasdesign.com

Schiffleithner  Martina m.schiffleithner@hotmail.com
Siebenhandl Karin karin.siebenhandl@donau-uni.ac.at
Simlinger Peter peter.simlinger@iiid.net
Sulzer Philipp philipp.sulzer@oeziv.org
Szeywerth Florian e9725042@student.tuwien.ac.at

Tanaka Kenichiro kenichiro.tanaka@mofa.go.jp
Trivedi Kirti trivedi@trevue.com
Tulek Irma office@motasdesign.com
Valente Danyielle danvalente@hotmail.com
Wachtel Nathalie nathaliewachtel@yahoo.de

Wasserburger Wolfgang w.wasserburger@ceit.at
Whitton Roger roger.whitton@guidedogs.org.uk
Wieckowska Marta aspmarta@gmail.com
Yokota Yasuo y-yokota@gk-design.co.jp
Yoldas Rahime reimiy83@hotmail.com
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25-26 Oct 2010 VIE

Teilnehmer

Rob Waller / UK

Observer
IIID President 


